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About This Game

It’s 1981, and the dream of a new home in space for all humanity is dead. After fighting for decades against an intangible and
ephemeral existential threat from beyond the solar system, Earth command has declared the war effort a huge waste of time.

The honeymoon is over, and a future of glittering cities across the solar system and cosmic battles between giant robots just isn’t
going to happen. The outcome is clear: it’s time to come home.

But we don’t care. Giant robots may not make any sense. Celestial cities across the solar system are silly dreams. They are,
however, extremely awesome. We, the girls who were raised in space, to be special and incredible and pave the way for a new
future, aren’t giving up so easily. We’ve got invincible Ship-Selves for ferrying human bodies through time and space, and we

have the weight and power to make a fantasy of the future real.

We’re not going out without a fight.

From the Creators of We Know The Devil

Heaven Will Be Mine is a queer science fiction mecha visual novel from the creators of queer cult horror visual novel We Know
The Devil, about joyriding mecha, kissing your enemies, and fighting gravity’s pull. Follow three women piloting giant robots in
the last days of an alternate 1980s space program fighting for humanity’s future—or ditching their jobs to make out with each

other instead.

Experience the story from the perspective of three pilots bound by fate and gravity: veteran ace Luna-Terra, overwhelming
super psychic Pluto, and hacker-hijacker Saturn as they fight across three different factions in an eight day war. Your choices
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decide if they become clandestine lovers or passionate rivals, and which faction’s ultimate plan for humanity’s fate in space and
beyond will be realized. Win for your ideals or lose for love, and grasp heaven in your hands.

Co-Creators Aevee Bee, Founder of Mammonmachine: ZEAL and critic of games by and for weirdos, and illustrator &
cartoonist Mia Schwartz reprise their roles as writer and artist respectively, Alec Lambert (We Know The Devil) returns with a

surreal and cosmic soundtrack of lo-fi, deep tech electronics and Christopher Simon joins the team with gorgeous retro UI
aesthetics. Developed in collaboration with Pillow Fight.

Features:

 Multiple Playable Protagonists: Watch the narrative unfold from the perspective of one of the three main characters.

 A Battle For The Fate Of Space: Your choices determine which of three factions will emerge victorious and determine
the fate of space—but if you just pick based on who you wanna kiss, we won’t get mad.

 A Rich World To Explore: Look through chat logs and emails to understand the rise and fall of the space program, and
the end of their many dreams.

For mature audiences. Features fantasy violence, body horror and discussion of sexuality, abuse and trauma.
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Title: Heaven Will Be Mine
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Pillow Fight Games, Worst Girls Games
Publisher:
Pillow Fight Games
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+ (64-bit only)

Processor: 2+ Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Optional, but recommended

English
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An amazing vn about queer ladies in space that made me feel sad in a good way. I believe this may be the most underrated game
I have ever played. I've played a lot which have moved me emotionally, but nearly all of them have a large and\/or growing
fanbase. Except this one. I'm not quite sure as to why, but it's really quite a shame.

This game is a work of art. You can tell from how unique the plot, art, music, and characters are that a lot of passion and effort
went into making this. I won't say much else in regards to the gameplay, but if you are a fan of VNs, alternate history, or sci-fi
in any way, definitely get this ASAP. If you are still skeptical, read the "About this Game" section on the steam page for a brief
overview of everything you need to know before you boot it up.

It's a little heartbreaking how many people will never play this hidden gem just because it's only got 150 steam reviews, and
fewer than 20000 downloads (source: SteamDB). I think it's possible that it just didn't get enough publicity and if so that's a
pretty bs reason for how unknown it is. Sadly, it seems like any chance for this game to get big upon release is completely dead,
as its 1-year anniversary is this Summer, and no one ever seemed to talk about it online. By buying this game, and telling your
friends about it, you could help change that. In fact, if this game had the publicity it deserves I probably wouldn't even be
leaving this review.
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